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Dr. McCrone's office,
swamped with confused rumors
and questions over February's
holidays for the university,
announced that February 22 is
not a holiday.

Jazz Dates Set

The Delta College Jazz Band
will perform at the Fresno State
College Jazz Festival on
Tuesday, February 23. Band
leader and jazz instructor Mel
Davis will lead the 15-member
band.
Also scheduled for February
23 is a performance by the
Pleasant Hill High School
Concert Jazz Band. Undoubtedly
'the finest band of its kind in
Northern California, it has
produced a phenomenal number
of jazz musicians. Band leader
Robert Soder is recognized
nationally as a professional
musician,
educator
and
composer. The concert will start
at 8:00 PM in the Edison High
School Auditorium in Stockton.

Terminous
Project

mm
SfeBesr ^euecrioN

ilPEPSfWL BOOFS.
Quaint and Charming
Pure JVostalgia

UOP students who like
to work with kids of any age (or
would like to find out if they do),
who have any talents, or fields of
speciality are needed to tutor
and be a friend to MexicanAmerican
students
in
Terminous, a small community
outside of Stockton. Terminous
consists mainly of farm working
families.
Ten years ago a tutoring
program was organized by the
Episcopalian Diocese of San
Joaquin County. Last year it was
discontinued because of a lack of
tutors. The program was revived
in October as a dorm project for
McConchie Hall. Students
tutored three families at home in
the evenings. Ages of the
children ranged from 6 to 17, and
the subjects studied include
reading, spelling, math, history,
and English.
If interested in the program
contact Debbie McNew at 4629998 after 9:30 PM Monday
through Thursday or Molly 4779015 for more information.

Graphic Display
MY

I

GIRL
LIKE
TRIED

FRIEND SHE ATE
A MOSQUITOE
AN

ENCHILADA
AND BURRITO

WHILE I'M NO GOURMET
HERE'S ALL SHE COULD SAY
JUST GIVE ME A TACO
BELL

ENCHIRRITO

Lower Sact. Road &
Hammer Lane

1971

A
cross
section
of
contemporary graphic works by
important American artists will
be displayed in the Raymond
Common Room, February 13th
through Friday, February 19th
and may be seen from 2:00 to
9:00 PM daily. Sponsored by the
PSA's Forum on National
Priorities, the show is open to the
public without charge.
The focal point of the show
will be a group of eleven
silkscreens
from
Robert
Rauschenberg's series entitled
"Currents", an excellent
example of the impact of
technology on the individual
today. Combining techniques of
painting, drawing and collage
objects such as road signs,
magazine
clippings
and
newspaper headlines,

the artist invites the viewer to re
evaluate the significance of
objects and images that include
much of the "junk" which is part
of our culture. Using black
images
against
pale
backgrounds, Rauschenberg has
commented that "The world
condition permitted me no
choice of subject or color and
method/composition''.
Also to be seen are works by
Andy Warhol, Mel Ramos, Helen
Frankenthaler, Saul Steinberg,
Jim Dine, Ilya Bolotowsky,
James Rosenquist and John
Wesley, many of whom are now
considered innovators in the
field of graphic arts.
European audiences have
long appreciated the broader
appeal of graphics, but until
recently emphasis in America
centered on the "unique", oneand-only mediums such as oil,
watercolorsoregg-tempra. With
the rise of interest in art that is
now available to a broader
number of people, rather than
the one-of-a-kind works which
are limited to museums or
individual collectors, some of
America's best artists have
begun to explore the graphics
area. Helen Frankenthaler is
one such artist who has been
known primarily for her work in
oils. The print on display in the
Forum Show is the first example
of her emergence into this new
field.
On loan to the Forum by
Gilbert Galleries of San
Francisco, all the prints
exhibited in this show are
available for purchase.

Atlas Grant

Dr. Donald Pace, professor
of physiology-pharmacology at
the School of Pharmacy, has
received a third $12,000 grant
from the BioMedical Division of
the Atlas Chemical Industries of
Wilmington, Deleware.
The funds will allow Pace to
continue his work involving the
effects of medicinal drugs on
cells in culture. Pace is director
of cellular research here, has
done extensive work with tissue
culture in the fields of cancer
research and air pollution. He is
a noted expert in both othese
areas.
The latest grant brings to
$36,000 the amount received
from Atlas by Pace since
January of 1969 for research
work at Pacific.

VD Presentation
On Monday, February 22, at
9:00 am in room 103 of the
Rotunda, William McDermett
Jr. will be speaking on the
subject of venereal disease. All
students are encouraged to
attend.

History Majors
All history majors are asked
to contact their department
student representatives. They
are Bill Tweed who lives at 211
Casa Werner (462-95619 and Paul
Knoblich at #25 McConchie Hall
(462-9998).

EUROJOB

A new twist to the solution of
summer jobs for college
jstudents has been announced by
EUROJOB, a Greenwich,
Connecticut based program,
affiliated with the American
Institute for Foreign study.
Having acknowledged that jobs
will be increasingly difficult to
locate in the United States this
summer, many students will find
EUROJOB has the answer,
is program offers a wide choice
of jobs-ranging from a farm job
in the Swiss Alps to a secretarial
position in London-in over 10
European countries. No foreign
language is required for many of
these jobs.
EUROJOB also
handles all arrangements for a
work permit, accomodations
and transportation, and provides
a four-day orientation program
abroad.
Students interested in this
program are invited to write for
information
to
further
EUROJOB, Department INR,
102
Greenwich
Avenue,
Greenwich, Connecticut 06830.

Election
Rescheduled

Wednesday the Board of R,.,
met

in

a

special

session

#l|(j

announced that former Academi,
Vice President Dr. Allistair McCron,
would serve as Acting President unt|
a permanent president is chooten.j|
search
committee
was 0|!(
established to recommend candidal,,
to the Board. THhe committee to b,
chaired by Dean of Admissions Elli,|
Taylor, will be composed of six facu|^
members, six students, six deans,
three

non-academic

personel,

alumni as well as Vice Presides
Miller and Winterberg.

LP Sale
•••• $ *29

MIRACxE
0OOOQ
Cash

Sales Only

2363 Pacific Ave.

"T

466-4311

Due to the recent death of
Dr. Robert Burns, President of
the University, PSA decided to
postpone the PSA election
scheduled for yesterday, the 18th
of February. While we realize
that these elections are of great
importance to the students and
that they have been postponed
before due to the special
situation of the Winter Term, we
feel that the normal functioning
of a PSA political campaign is
not in keeping with the solemnity
and spirit of the tragedy that has
befallen the Burns family and
the University.
Therefore, after
consultation with PSA President
Greg Graves, other members of
the Cabinet, and several
Senators, I have postponed the
elections
until
Tuesday,
February 23. Filing deadline will
be this Friday at 4 p.m. The
cooperation of the students will
be appreciated, as will your
understanding. Details on the
elections will be in the Pacifican.

Senior Pics
Senior yearbook pictures
will be taken Monday, February
22 and Tuesday, February 23 at
the Alumni House. Girls are
requested to wear dark sweaters
and guys, coats and ties. The cost
is $1.75.

Guitar Recital
George Sakellariou will
present a recital of classical
guitar
music
Thursday,
February 25, at 8:30 PM in the
Stockton Civic Auditorium. He
will perform works by de Visee,
Sor, Bach, Milhaud, and others.
Tickets are available at Miracle
Music and Weberstown Box
Office.

...by Cliff's

Notes

,

Your Cliff's Notes dealer can be * ^glltfriend when it comes to unqers!^v ob,a'fl'
erature. He has. or can du'ckyoverin9
nearly 200 different Cliff's Notes t|y as*
Shakespeare and other ,req^|rn todaysigned plays and novels. See ^ ^

"First Aid" when you

need i<!

Available
JU FAMILY BOOK W
" Weberstown Shoppy

tfebary

19, W71
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pSA Budgets Programming

Proposed
Constitution
„J.™nei *orms Auditing Group
Promises Flexibility

L tting your money's worth
t Something is always a
.taut

worry

0f

ton,lllv

everyone>

students who are on a
limited income. For this
,on many students are
OUS to know just what they
'nut of their $50 obligatory
fr of the PSA budget.
P IPSA has tried its hardest to
„ hat each student gets more
Z his money's worth by
li ling up the $154,279.84, which
isthe total income for this year's
jud ret, into a variety of different
fields PSA treasurer Roy Nunez
expounded on the budget as it
now stands.
ATHETICS
Athletics have a
fixe 1 budget of $8,980.88 for use
mying band uniforms, a
urmitment made three years
jo processing the PSA cards,
Id other activities such as
join ng the National Students
Association.
PSA OFFICE
A budget of
85,176.56 was granted the PSA
offfie to pay the officers who
ove see the management of the
Stuc ent Body. This also includes
finaicing of the Naranjado, the
schiol
yearbook,
THE
PALJIFICAN, and the UOP
Speikers Forum.
Students profit from these
inte lectually through outside
speakers, and from the use of
leaders who manage the affairs
ofoip-campus. Also, it lowers the
pric es of tickets for concerts.
SSf

hpr

CLUSTER COLLEGES AND PHARMACY

[The PSA voted to allot
121,500 to the four cluster
collps and
the American
Pharmacy Association to help
wlemic activities in these
schools. Hopefully, students
attending these colleges will be
JJte lectually enlightened from
these extra monies,
j

SOCIAL-COMMUNITY

A big part of the budget was
®e allotment of $24,500 to
far bus groups
which are
Msidered helpful to students
members of the community.
M Black Student Union
3~ed$2'500: MECHA, $1,500;
munity Involvement (CIP),
si? L' anc* ^e Anderson Y,
"3,000.

to giye money
h> ih^6
|Xe Y," explained Nunez,
WW*6
's an organization
tonL W°r'?s cl°sely with the
ancl IBe students."
not a
the
Y
is
UnS8
versity controlled

itui^ation' it is run mostly by
)e0pie S'" helps, he added, poor
onL and Provides recreation
^campus.

lonif,neWgrouP which received
3hiii -S
year *s l-l16 United
D
his J110 ^tudcnts Association.
tudei°Up of approximately 25
ujigrj s' stated Nunez, is
nd th ans °f Philipino descent,
rgjnj6 m°ney will help them
hiliniv,6 actiyities, such as a
Me f° art show, which the
MpS.''dent body will profit
pulturally.
0nP

ldg

STUDENT

UNION

maj0r difference in the
etu
ellmination of the
for3S
the construction of a

Student Union.

"We don't believe we can
build a Union at this rate," said
Nunez, so we decided to "put this
money to better use." The
money formerly in this fund was
divided into other categories
such as the cluster colleges. A
fund is still being continued for
the Union, but it is not in active
budget money.
AUDITING COMMITTEE

A new committee started
this year to control the use of
money, was the auditing
committee. Comprised of
representatives from each
organization receiving money
from the PSA, the committee
will keep a close audit on the
group's treasury books.

This
committee
will
protect the interests of the
students and the community,"
which has never been done in this
form before, explained Nunez,
originator of the idea.
He hopes this committee will
become a standard policy for
PSA although there are a few
legal loopholes, such as whether
or not this is allowed under the
PSA Constitution. Nunez is going
to go ahead with the ground
work.
If the committee is against
the Constitution, Nunez hopes to
have it amended in order to have
a "long-lasting policy" which
would continually protect the
students against the waste of
their money.

Library UnderfundedHalf the State Average
by Debbie Nikkei

Lack of funds has forced a supplementary grants.
temporary moratorium on
Compounding the problem is
purchasing new and needed a lack of space. This has been
volumes at the University of the partially appeased by taking out
the study desks on the second
Pacific's Library.
The reasons, according to floor making room for 400 new
James A. Riddles, Director of shelves which will facilitate
Libraries, are many and varied. 12,000 volumes: half a year's
New
teachers,
for
one, purchasing.
Two possible additional
contribute to book demands.
solutions
would be 1) to place
Unprecedented programs are
being
added
to
school books in storage or 2). build a
curriculum, which require supplementary wing on to the
necessary library resources. south of Wood Memorial Hall
Giving rise to difficulties is the which would be adequate
fact that half of this year's housing for the next five years.
library budget had to be used to Construction taking two years
though, would mean the library
pay old bills.
would
outgrow the annex three
The
basic
problem,
however, seems to rest in this years afterits completion.
Eventually, Mr. Riddles
University's seeming
feels
that library should and will
unwillingness to allocate funds
relocate,
preferably to "the
to cover and keep up with the
heart
of
the
campus". As it
rising cost of maintaining a
library for higher learning. Each stands now, "it isn't well
year the cost of periodical situated". It is thought that the
subscription rises 14%, similarly campus should architecturally
book costs rise 9% a year. This revolve around the library.
But that will be in the future,
problem is met, confronted and
meanwhile- back to reality. On
then ignored by the University s
November 17, 1970, Mr. Riddles
refusal to inorease the Library's
went before the Academic
budget. UOP's Budget Statistics
Council and proposed a $40,000
estimates the percentage of
supplement to this year's
funds set aside for library
expenditures. Whether the full
purposes at a shockingly low
amount will be granted depends
3.40% A sharp decline from the
on Spring enrollment.
established 5.18% for the
Riddles has also appealed to
academic year 1966/67.
the Pacific Student Association.
The total average library
Since its decision to cut football
expenditure as a percentage of
funds, there is an obvious
total educational expendituresm
surplus
of
money.
If
1969 for
California is 6.8%. contributions to athletic activity
their
Pacific spent 3.4% of
were frowned upon, why not
budget.
have
PSA re-establish priorities
In spite of these rather and direct money toward the
upsetting figures, the library academic activity of the
does however, continue to grow
University: specifically the
and prosper. In one year the
library.
library has added 25,000 volumes
Ideally, the function of a
setting the total number at University is to promote and
200,000. As Mr. Riddles put it.
provide for advanced learning.
"The library is really growing How can this be accomplished
very rapidly." This has been without proper facilities? It
made possible by Government would seem there is a definite
grants (which decrease yearly)
need to re-evaluate expenditure
special grants available to priorities.
Universities
and
private

by

Karen

Goodman

and

Dayna

Petersen

Reorganization
of
the
student power structure is the
aim of the newly proposed PSA
constitution. A transfer of power
concentration to a more
federalized body is a major
change included in the blueprint
drawn up by PSA President Greg
Graves
and
Academic
Standards
Commissioner,
Charlie Solomon. The new
constitution
will
provide
flexibility, thereby, hopefully
allowing for imagination and
creativity on the part of the
students.
"I don't want people to be
afraid of changing," Greg
Graves commented regarding
the suggested constitution.
"There will be guaranteed
freedom and protection within
the framework of this new
document."
In spite of several attempts
in the past, the 1967 amended
PSA constitution has never been
totally reconstructed. It is the
decision of PSA President, Greg
Graves, that the most effective
change can only be made
through an entirely new
constitution.
The governmental structure
suggested demands a more
unified
operation.
The
Executive, Legislative and
Judicial branches will be the
governing powers of the
operation.
Within the executive branch,
six student members will
compose
the
Executive
Committee. This body will
consist of the PSA President,
Vice-President
and
the
Directors
of:
Social
Programming, Arts and Lecture
Academic
Programming,
Affairs
and
Student
Communications. The elected
secretary position will be
replaced by a professional
secretarial staff. The duties of
the Office of Treasurer will be
transfered to a professional

bookkeeper.
The
hired
bookkeeper will be an ex-officio
non-voting member of the
Executive Committee and will
advise on financial affairs. The
elimination of the offices of
secretary and treasurer will
allow student government a
more professional and better
controlled system.
The main body of the
legislative branch will be the
Associated Student Council.
Every college within the
University will have its own
governing body. The head of
each school will be a member of
the Associated Student Council.
The PSA President will chair the
council and the Vice-President
will assist. In addition, four at
large representatives will be
elected, two with two year
terms, and two with one year
terms and one with a one year
term. The four directors of the
Executive Committee will also
be included in an advisory, non
voting capacity.
' Another
part
of
the
legislature is the University
Senate. Faculty, non-academic
administrators and students
from the Associated Student
Council will form the legislative
body.
The final stage in the student
government structure is the
Judicial branch. A Supreme
Court Chief-Justice will be
nominated by the PSA President
and submitted to the Associated
Student Council for approval. All
cases involving social or
academic problems will be taken
to their respective courts within
each college. The Supreme Court
will review all necessary
appeals.
The ultimate goal of the new
constitution is to allow protected
freedom within each college and
at the same time create a
unifying force within the
University. The simplicity and
flexibility of the document will
generate sensitivity to the needs
of the students.

Chicano Leader
Here Monday

Jose
Angel Gutierrez, a nationally
known Chicano leader, will be a
special guest at the University of
the Pacific next Monday at 12:00
noon. He will be speaking at
Morris Chapel and will address
the students and Administration
as well as the Chicano
Community. The topic to be
covered will be "Un-anglicizing
the
Brown
Mentality-The
Relevancy of
a Chicano
ColiHgetrity-OtfeenizaGhhcamf
Chicanos as a Means to Effect
Political, Social and Economic
Changes."
Gutierrez, commonly rec
ognized as the founder of La
Raza Unida Party, is originally
from Crystal City, Texas, where
he is presently President of the

School Board, co-founder of
MAYO
(Mexican-American
Youth Organization) and a
member of the Army Reserves.
His appearance is co-spon
sored by Mexican-American
Studies, M.E.C.H.A. (Movimento Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan), Community Involvment
Program, I&I College of the
Pacific, Anderson "Y", Forum
on National Priorities, and the
Pacific Student Association.
Entertainment will be provided
by Los Mariachis, a local
Mexican group.
All interested people are
invited to hear the dynamic
speaker.

February ]g,
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Troubled Business Department
Tackles Faculty Problems

Get your

PRK
A beautiful 24 Kt. gold plated key enameled in
our school colors has been reserved for each
senior. No obligation. Just sign the register. Be
sure to see the Graduation Gift Center while
you're there.
FOR

MEN

AND

WOMEN

WEBERSTOWN MALL—STOCKTON
4950 PACIFIC AVE.

by Bart Berger

In the Fall semester of 1969,
Economics
and
Business
Administration majors returned
to UOP to find that the Chairman
of their department, Dr.
Dunsdon, had resigned, and had
left the deaprtment at a loss to
find someone to replace him.
There are, of course the typical
number of rumors surrounding
his leaving, but we will not go
into them. At any rate, Dr.
Binkley came in to replace him
in the position of Acting
Chairman. Two committees
were set up, one to act as a
curriculum committee, the
other, a combination of faculty
and students, was set up as a
means for finding a new
chairman.
This latter committee met
twice during the school year;
once to listen to Mr. Riddles talk
about the library's book buying,
and the next to decide that in the

PSA Enlists Needed PR
thousand."
Media Public does not
handle bookings, but does
provide a public relations and
development counseling service,
which Graves feels is especially
useful. "They help us coordinate
with groups that are available
and saleable. They helped us put
together the Beautiful Day
concert, and got us national
exposure
with
George
The decision to enter into a McGovern's appearance."
contract with Media Public was
made by PSA President Greg
Media Public presently has 8
Graves. Said Graves, "UOP, for people on its staff in San
its size, has a diversity that is Francisco, as well as two in New
impressive. Yet, when I talked York City, and two in Beverly
with people in Washington, I Hills.
found that they had never heard
Handling public relations for
of us. When I described our any one PSA event involves at
academic programs they were least several press releases.
overwhelmed, and surprised Each release on each event is
that they had never heard of checked against a press list.
UOP. Our programs need and Media Public has developed a
deserve publicity on a national press list for PSA that is seventy
scale."
pages
long,
containing
PSA is offering more approximately 1000 entries. The
programs this year than ever list includes high school and
before— social and cultural college press, the national press,
programs with a wide range of class publications, and trade
appeal. Greater emphasis on magazines. Not every name is
public relations is just one phase used for every event. Thus, part
of PSA's expanded program.
of the job is deciding which
Media Public specializes in publications it is appropriate
public relations for the fine arts, and practical to reach.
handling such clients as
Media Public is also
Columbia Pictures, 20th Century handling the Forum on ational
Fox, the Oakland Ballet, the San Priorities as a special favor to
Francisco Dance Theatre, and PSA, even though this falls
After Dark magazine.
outside the organization's
The firm provides a series of concentration on fine arts. The
services. They put out news Forum on National Priorities
releases, write letters, make requires a different type of
phone calls, work with printers, publicity than fine arts events,
and generally help their clients demanding work with AP and
get the best results for the least UPI, the television networks, the
money.
Media
Public national
news-magazines,
representative Robert E.Stickel newspaper city rooms, and so on.
explained that on items such as
Media Public representative
posters, printing costs can be Bob Stickel has worked with
greatly reduced by specifying Graves and with PSA Social
such things as types of paper, Commissioner Larry Seidman
techniques, and processes. He since last September. Graves
also explained how Media Public describes
Stickel
as
a
decides when and where to place "perfectionist".
announcements in newspapers,
Stickel does work hard. He
magazines, radio, and television has contacts all over the Bay
"to reach the people we want to Area, many of which he feels are
reach at the smallest cost per too important or too delicate to
by Paul Nasman

Media Public, a San
Francisco-based public
relations firm is under contract
by
the
Pacific
Student
Association to represent PSA for
the 1970-1971 school year. As
schools go, this is unusual, since
most
universities,
UOP
included, operate their own
public relations offices.

be entrusted to others. So he does
the work himself.
An informed source on the
Stockton Record confirms that
Stickel does his job well. His
releases are well done and never
fail to arrive on time. Sometimes
he is an exclusive source for fine
arts information. He often
follows up his news releases with
personal visits to newspaper city
rooms and entertainment
editors. He might even get
together with a performer and a
newspaper
or
magazine
representative for lunch.
Stickel is a former UOP
student. He did not graduate, but
left school to work for Ace Public
Relations, and later went into
business for himself. Later, he
joined the staff of Media Public
in San Francisco.
Media Public carries two
kinds of accounts- "profit" and
"non-profit". PSA falls into the
second
category.
Stickel
explained that the "non-profit"
accounts are educational and
charitable institutions which by
law receive certain financial
benefits such as tax exemptions.
The designation has little to do
with whether Media Public itself
makes a profit.
"At the moment," said
Stickel, "2 or 3 accounts are
carrying the firm, while 9 or 10
are 'developing accounts'."
The
Pacific
Student
Association pays Media Public a
flat rate of $150 per month, plus
office and paper supplies. When
asked if the PSA account pays its
own way, Stickel answered,
"One month it may, the next
month it may not."
PSA President Graves
stated that Media Public is
taking the PSA account as a
favor, largely; because Stickel is
a former UOP student.
Graves thinks that press
coverage has improved since
Media Public took over PSA
public relations, especially in the
area of national exposure.
Stickel thinks that UOP's public
contact is now "12 times better
than any other university I

best interests of the students,
and to further provide for the
excellence of the education of
those students, the Department
should be split into two seperate
departments. This was in May,
only 5 years after the two
departments had been joined
together.
Dr. John P. Carew was
appointed as the acting head of
the Economics department, Mr.
William Darling the acting head
of Business Administration.
But the split of the
departments, and the lack of
permanent leadership within
them present several important
problems. Financially when the
two divided, the money
originally allocated .instead of
being given proportionately with
respect to the number of majors
and professors, was divided in
half, fifty percent going to
Business Admin, and fifty
percent to Economics. The
significance of this becomes
clear when one realizes that
there are about eight Economics
majors as opposed to over 200 in
the Business Department.
Moreover, the business
department boasts four full time
professors, and three part-time.
The student-teacherratio is a
little one-sided with respect to
the rest of the University, as one
can see. Thus, when one realizes
that the economics department,
with their 3 teachers, is splitting
the money and has a much more
respectable student-teacher
ratio, it is evident that someone
is getting the short end of the
stick.
There really has been no
attempt to rectify this situation,
but there have been constructive
attempts on the part of the
students in the Business
Department to get things going
with respect to hiring a new
chairman. After the studentfaculty committee, composed of
Art Herlihy, John Beeby, Greg
Howe, and the full-time faculty
members dissolved last year,
there was an attempt made to re
elect students to the committee
in the Fall.
Mr. Darling told the newly
formed Business fraternity,
Alpha Psi Kappa, that he would
not accept the people that they
had chosen as members of the

committee because he
did
feel that they would
representative of the entir >•
of the majors with}/
department. Joe Mulj
president of Alpha PSi v
Chris Johnson, and
Vickers
were
evenUI
nominated and elected to
on the committee witi
approval of the acting chair iy
This group of people '
interviewed two prospe
chairmen for the Bus
Department,
and
applications from a couple r jo,
Kimon Lee, a professor
Business Department, is
over the applications, add
looks as if there might i
decision made in time to hire;
man for next year. At any Jate
that is the forcasted plan.
It seems ironic thai
considering the plight of L
Business department and it
status in the University, being
one of the smallest and leas
funded, it should be the recipient
of the next cluster college, or soil
has been planned. In fact, last
semester, Dr. Burns spoke: of
taking over the Mormon Chufdi
across the river and using (be
facilities there to house the ne#
Business College within the njst
three to five years. Given to
kind of position that that
department is in at presejit,
there are going to have to it
some pretty fancy changes made
pretty soon.
In order to accomplish what
the separation of the Business
department from the Economics
Department was original)
intended to accomplish, there
must be new and more teachers
in the Business Department
(there is some dissatisfaction
with the quality of the present
staff). In addition to this, tte
financial problems are going tc
have to be straightened out, and
the department is going to have
to become a part of ®
university that will inspire nej
students
to
come here
Idealistically students will kno«
that the education that fje
university provides will not onlj
be excellent, but also something
that will make it very easy to6el
a job after graduation instead®
an intellectual eye-sore.
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Speakers Program Promotes
Campus- Community Debate

t Charter Flights Europe 1971
|

SPRING & SUMMER

iLONDON

$275.

_ _

The Forum On National
Priorities came to the attention
of the UOP community again a
few weeks ago with the visit of
presidential hopeful, Senator
George McGovern. In the past
this growing organization, an
extension of the old Univeristy
Speakers Program and a part of
the PSA, has brought such noted
speakers and performers as
Black Panther Huey Newton,
former UC chancellor Clark
Kerr, poet Philip Levine, and
folk-singer Joan Baez.
According to David Bennett,
chairman of the organization,
the idea for the program was
originally conceived by Dr.
Walter Wagner of Raymond
College in November of 1968 as a
new way of effecting social
change.
This prompted the start of
the
University
Speakers
program, based in Raymond
College, which was designed to
carry out the above idea by
getting the community onto the
campus and starting debate
among the people on the major
issues of today. Since then the
organization has come under the
PSA, and has scheduled a series
of programs for the coming
months.
The first of these programs
will be on the 18th of this month
when Alvin Toffler, author of the
bestseller Future Shock will
speak here on man's growing

135.
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UOP Public Relations

Acts "llnprofessionally
by Robin Stockton

Members of the Forum on
fational Priorities and PSA
a>ree that the Public Relations
Iepartment has not fulfilled its
f inction
to
adequately
piblicize
UOP.
The
a Iministration is supposed to
handle public relations, the
p ess and in general, an over-all
image for UOP. According to
tljese members, the Public
R lations firm has acted
"inprofessionally" in not giving
ad equate coverage to major
speakers.
Public Relations saw their
(u iction as spreading news in the
va ley.
This coverage was
adequate up to a point but UOP
was not covered academically.
Last month, at Senator George
overn's speech, a member of
ill1'
Public
Relations
heiartment exhibited a clearcu
example of the firm's
"nprofessionality. According to
National Priorities staff and
A who were present, he was
pail by another press to cover
'he story

When Greg Graves and the
Social Committee planned
_
, good publicity
P needed. The Student Body
lr(d the Media Public to give
pessary
coverage.
The
1

Put r"1 ^oc*y hired the Media
to
give necessary i !rnge. The appearance of
,,nl aez became the first PSA
was a linancial
suf'ert
<ess- Media Public was also
su
( sfu' 1° its coverage of
Sen f
>„„a or George McGovern. The
ri salem
Post in Israel, the

New

»ave
SpnI
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praising their program. For the
first time in the last three years,
we are being given world
coverage.
At last, the members of the
Forum on National Priorities
are working with Media Public
to get UOP on the map. This
program is a natural outgrowth
of the Raymond program, so the
people with the most experience
in running it are from Raymond.
The people who signed up to be
on the staff were mostly from
Raymond College and all those
who were interviewed except
one person from Callison, came
from Raymond.

need for identity in time and
space.
Next will be Dr. Arthur
Miller, the author of a soon to be
published bood called The
Assault on Privacy. He will
speak
on
how
personal
information on people is being
misused
without
their
knowledge with the aid of
computer technology. Miller will
speak Feb. 25.
March will bring a series of
speakers beginning on the 3rd
with Security National Bank
owner Fortney Stark, who has
gained notoriety for his refusal
to sell war bonds, his instituting
of 'Ecology Bonds' (money lent
out to groups cleaning up the
environment), and for the huge
peace sign he erected in front of

Just say
"Harman-Kardon"
and you'll save $80.
If you're serious about music —
whether Mahler, Brubeck or Dylan —
then you're ready for components.
Choose any of th® superb stereo
systems we've assembled and you'll
hear music reproduced with the clarity
and excitement of the original perform
ance. Here's a choice of receivers, both
by Harman-Kardon, both highly ac
claimed by audio experts the world
over both with crisp and clear AM/FM
stereo, and both powered to fill a
huge hall with full, rich sound without
distortion.

The four speed automatic turntable
is equipped with a wideband magnetic
cartridge and diamond stylus.
In short, Harman-Kardon has assem
bled a choice of high performance
component systems at a price which
makes this one of the outstanding
values we've ever offered.

NOW IN PROGRESS WITH
SAVINGS TO

COO/
DU /O

* Stereo Head Sets
* Speakers
* Stereo Cabinets

20% OFF
.15% OFF
50% OFF

Phanstiehl

* Diamond Needles Vz PRICE
DynaKit
Tuners . . . Pre-amps
Basic Amps

TDK-BASF

Recording
Tope
Reel-to-reel
Cassettes 8 track

BUY 2—GET
1 FREE

Black & White TV

ZENITH
COLOR TVs

9" aneMS"

prices start at

SAVE $20

389"

PANASONIC

SAVE ON ALL PRE-RECORDED TAPES

CASSETTES—8-TRAGKS .. 1.00 OFF
LIST PRICE

CHECK
OUR

°adcasted in the Bay Area on
>elnine.

Tofp • the forum as "a very
esulSSlonal Program.." As a
efla °f exPanded coverage,
[UsiJ0r Tunny
and Senator
e wrote
letters to the
ati
na'
Priorities
staff,

PRE-TAX SALE*

The Harman-Kardon HK 20 speakers
are true two-way systems that can re
produce the full range of music — and
with bass you can actually "feel."

York Post and other papers
IUUJ
tod
^ press coverage.
or
McGovern
was

led ie^use
including the
jje a Public in their program
iwmembers of the National
staff have become
lor grants. Richard
ien s' Special Assistant to
|es' °r George McGovern

one of his banks.
Later that month (the 17th)
the forum will bring well-known
consumer crusader and author
Ralph Nader to the Stockton
Civic Auditorium. Also in March
(the 23rd) Saul Alinski will speak
here.
Calling
himself
a
'professional radical' Alinski
has aided such organizations as
Nader's Raiders in setting up
such
projects
as
their
demonstration
at
major
corporation
stockholders
meeting.
The month of April, though
the plans are not quite set as yet,
will be a month of the arts, with
concerts and the like, and May is
slated to have a city planners'
conference here.

USED TABLE

FANTASTIC
BARGAINS!

All sales carry full factory warranty.

We service what we sell.
Master Charge, BankAmericard accepted.

Model 230 AM/FM Stereo 45 Watts

$239,

($319. if purchased separately)

Mode! 330

AM/FM Stereo 90 Watts $279.

*fair trade items excepted.

(S3S>9. if purchased separately)

Dotkffokxo
6130 Pacific Ave.

*

Marengo Center

•

477-0082

6130 Pacific Ave.

477-0082
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BE AWINNER!
nrnnae |oiee.
IIIICG• • •
Drink cl#%yifln
Florida orange
win this Cougar.

entry blank at your school
or refreshment spot.
Wherever you drink
Florida Orange Juice!

Ill

Guess how many Florida oranges in this Cougar and it's yours!
It's a two-door 1971 Mercury Cougar with bucket seats, floormounted shift, 351 cu. inch V-8, and belted tires. From floor to ceiling
and windshield to windshield, it's packed with Florida oranges. Just
figure out how many—to win it, or one of 140 other prizes. Pick up
an entry blank where you dine or snack, and use these clues:
1. Diameter of the oranges ranges from 2u/i6" to 2%".
2. In volume, the oranges
range from 10.16 cu. in. to
12.43 cu. in.
3. The Cougar has approxi
mately 129.5 cu. ft. of space

without the trunk (but, re
member, the seats take up
some of that room).
No purchase required. Prizes
will be awarded for the an
swers closest to the correct
number. In case of ties, the
entry with the earliest postmark will be the winner. Ten second
prizes. Telex Stereo Phonographs with AM/FM Radio. Thirty third
prizes: Anscomatic Instant-loading Color Camera Outfits. One hun
dred fourth prizes: Seth Thomas Travel Alarm Clocks.

Florida Orange Growers

Copyright, State of Fla., Dept. of Citrus. 1971

ISJi february

19,1971
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by Ben Shank
Ambiguity

ambiguity clouds bt kstore rape

has its functions-

keeps hidden issues that
11 ,
don't want made clear.
;0Png to delve into the
Lnkstore's policies recalls the
nsation of walking in a delta
, seen at first glance, the
iversity itself can benefit
m ambiguity- If the students
without a clear idea of
iltiata university should provide
the tuition it charges, they
hardly become disgusted
id leave when the university
ils to clarify its purpose. While
,e students here may lack a
fined criteria, they do have a
mgh set of expectations, and
spmetimes the
University
iholds or pinches down on
lese. A case of the latter event is
latofthe University bookstore.
The students are still getting
Jjd of the books the faculties
rnuested; the bookstore can be
sid to be fulfilling its function.
B t how well? Cries of student
potest over the prices charged
is augmenting, and probably
wiuld reach a greater level still,
had the students not made the
charge card
service
so
effectively their ready cash
rogate. The high prices on
sundries, such as office supplies,
as irin, and cosmetics, the
sti dents know can be avoided by
ronizingLucky, K-Mart, or
Genco. However, unless they
take a trop to the Berkeley area
?rab up one of the limited
trapes in this town's libraries,
the students must face the high
iprii •es
i of books at the campus
iSto; e.

Why are the prices so high ?
Acc ording to Mr. Pottichen, the
tstore manager, publishers'
(triqes, shipping costs, and
ape ahng costs, are all rising
and make necessary the price
Stic ers found on the books. A
.ine explanation, but it makes
W ng forty or fifty dollars for a
Raster's books no easier to
sto® ach.
need to have a system to
Particular books to the
ants for certain lengths of
< tv ^0es tbe Present sustem
(mi! y UsP
general student
°n says no. Are there ways
to in Pj
Prove the present system?
fnj Vau
gn, a PSA senator, who

STUDENT
SPECIAL

typewriter Rentals

3
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'15

*10

keni to try—IPiU apply
•/ you buy

fUt

several

months

into

has

ng bookstore Policy,
mf
any
-—..j.
suggestions. The
acuity could keep costs down by
vfi ug
bookstore
and
publishing
deadlines,
Ey
ordering only necessary books
in their least expensive editions,
and by not changing their minds
after the books have been sent.
a U h go es on t0 suggest that
M r | "
u
Mr Pottichen, on his part, could
make clear in word and deed that
the bookstore's primary interest
is in serving student needs and
not in clearing a profit at the end
of the year. Such measures all
underscore the idea that
everyone should strive to make
the students' stay here no more

financially increaiDie
already is.

tnan it

Whether
all
these
suggestions put into effect would
significantly decrease the
amount paid for books is
questionable. Is there an
alternative system? At present,
no. None has developed because
of the tremendous ambiguity.
We allow to exist in the
functioning of this University.
The danger in such ambiguity is
that it obscures the desires of the
students; hence it prevents the
institutions
here
from
responding to them, thereby
keeping a behind-the-times
atmosphere lingering over this
campus. This article, as well as

economics
or
Faulkner's
novels,students could first buy
and at their courses' end, put into
a student rental library, (only
high initial investment). This
rental library could serve as an
additional source ef revenue, if
added to the People's Bookstore.
Third, the students could
sensibly purchase those books
which are of lasting interest to
them (high investment).
For a few moments the
problems attached to the
bookstore stand out clearly. But
unless all concerned at this
moment act on them, the
comfortable fog, so well known
here, will roll in and obscure this
issue once again.

Birchers Defend Philosophy
at Crowded Stockton Meeting
by Norman Nichols
left me a bit up in the air. We
Some of the readers may were told that, "The JBS is a
have noticed announcements voluntary group organized to
around campus two weeks ago promote the principles they
concerning a John Birch Society believe in and by a plan of action
meeting to be held at the overthrow their opposition." The
Stockton Library Monday night, narrator went a step further and
Feruary 8. The announcement laid out the principles of the JBS
indicated that the meeting was to and compared these principles
be a public relations meeting and with those of the "opposition".
any
and
all
interested
The JBS believes first of all
individuals were invited to that there are two basic types of
attend.
governments in the world todayI thought to myself-- what a as there have been throughout
great opportunity to find out a history. These two groups- the
little bit about an organization individualists
and
the
which so many people- many of collectivists- are constantly
them students- seem to discuss fighting for world domination.
and even fear but nobody seems The
JBS
supports
the
to know anything about. I had the individualistic point of view and
feeling that the auditorium almost
everybody
else
would probably be filled with (according to the narrator) from
UOP students who were the liberals in the US to the
interested, as I was, in Communists in Russia and China
discovering what made the support the collectivist point of
"right wing, reactionary" John view.
As individualists,
JBS
Birch Society tick. You can
jp the
,
___
imagine my amazement when I believes there is a certain way
first entered the auditorium and things "should" work. For
found that our group (two friends
example, we were told that
and myself) were the only followers of the JBS believed in
college students in the audience, freedom
of
choice
and
The purpose of this meeting,
collectivists
believe
in
as I said earlier, was to inform compulsion. Collectivists, the
the interested public about John narrator stated, do not believe
Birch Society philosophy. The man is capable of being a
tools utilized to achieve this goal responsible citizen. Collectivists
were three films dealing with: a)
want to do everything for
an explanation of what the JBS everybody through the tool of
is b)an explanation of what the government The JBS, on the
IRS is opposed to, and c) what other hand, believes that
means the JBS will utilize to individuals should be free to
mT .
-fo „n.,ia The author will choose their own destiny and be
SZmSSbS.
and willing .0 accept a„ of the results

to

themse ves

number was not by tne teaerany
regulated system we are
strapped with presently but
rather through a system which
offers economic incentives to the
individuallaisser-faire
capitalism.
Unfortunately, I do not have
time here to analyze further the
JBS philosophy. Much, much
more was discussed at the
meeting than I could possibly
record here. If any UOP students
are interested, either in getting
films on campus, having
speakers come to discuss and
debate the JBS philosophy or
whatever, these students should
contact the American Opinion
Library at 1505 No. California
Street here in Stockton.

secQnd for

given.
f.rst
mQvie>
the
a
fraW
that he felt it
narrator to
attacks
useless ta ans^ g instead of
against the JBS. So insteaa^

their family and finally for those
outside the family,
The narrator went further
and explained how the JBS was
^ ^
^ ^
Qf

hearing what

politically. On the one hand we

T

the anarchists. On the other
hand, we are confronted with
those who support total
government-Communists,
Fascists and Nazis. The JBS
supposedly comes right between
the two extremes with a concept
of limited government or
"Republic".
Politically
then
the
members of the JBS support a
Republican form of government.
Economically, the JBS supports
the theory of laisser-faire
capitalism. We were told "you
cannot help the poor by tearing
down the rich," the allegedly
inherent inadequacy of the
status quo. The narrator toldthe
audience that the way to get the
greatest good to the greatest

SSKou, cSTSS

analysis as possible in the space ^ ^

what the

^definition offered by are confronted with those who
the narrator of what the JBS is, believe in no government at all-

.

California 465-5881

trying to give the focus to a
student problem, will attempt to
give the outline for an
alternative solution, matching
the function on the bookstore
alone now serves.
A major fault with the
present set-up is that the student
put out a good amount of money
for books that they will have but
will not use for many years after
their courses end. By adopting
the following three policies, this
defect could be overcome.
First, fad topics, or topics of
high current interest should be
dealt with through lecturediscussions and paperbacks (low
investment). Second,topics of
more
stature,
Keynesian

BSJS" Th

A.id did you voluntarily accept a free, hot meal from known Black Panthers at
nine a.m., September nine, nineteen hun'ert an' sixty-nine?"

t s?
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PSA SOCIAL CALENDAR
February
Friday 19-Anderson "Y;;
Cinema Take the Money and Run
6:30 and 9:00. PSA Talent Search
and YoYo Championship with
refreshments at Anderson
Dining Hall 8:30pm.

Saturday 20-Post Game
Dance featuring: Full Measure
at Raymond Dining Hall at
10:00pm. Take the Money and
Run 6:30 and 9:00

Sunday 21- Dance Amalgam
at 8:00pm in the Conservatory.
Take the Money and Run6:00 and
9:00.

Friday 26- Coffee House 8:002:00(basement
in
John
Ballentyne). Band Frolic in
Conservatory 7:30pm.

Monday 22- Grapes of Wrath
6:3Q ancL9: 00.

Saturday 27- Band Frolic
7:30pm.

Tuesday23-Grapes of Wrath
6:30 and 9:00.

Sunday 28- Last Poet
Concert at 2:00pm in the
Conservatory sponsored by
Soledad Legal Defense. Dance
Amalgam at 8:00pm in the
Conservatory.

MAY
Saturd; y 1- Judy Collins
Concert at 00 at StocktonCiw
Auditoriu:

Thursday 15(tentative) American Music
Festival Symposium: directions
of Pop Music. PSA-IFC-Pan-Hell
Street Dance.

Sund; y 2- Grass Jam.

Friday 16- PSA Ice Cream
Feed. Greek dance marathon in
gym. "Y" Cinema
The
SandPebbles also April 17 and 18.
Saturday 17- PSA Event (to
be announced).
Sunday 18- Chicago Concert
$2.50 for Pacific student in
advance $4.50 at door.
Friday 23- Mellow Folk
Concert Night in Anderson
Dining Hall and "Y" Cinema
Becket also April 24 and 25.
Saturday 24- PSA Golf Night
at Lincoln Village.
Sunday 25-Afternoon Grass
JAM.

March
Friday 12-Ark games in the
afternoon 4:00. Night event to be
announced. Anderson "Y"
Cinema Charley at 6:30 and 9:00.

Saturday 20«y" Cinema
The Dirty Dozenat 6:30 and 9:00.

Saturday 6- PSA Dance (to
be announced). The Great
Escape 6:30 and 9:00.

Saturday 13-The Breeding
Room 7:30 at Anderson (predance activities). The Ark
Dance at 9:00 in th gym. "Y"
Cinema Charley at 6:30 and 9:00.

Friday 26- PSA Event (to
be announced). "Y" Cinema
They Shoot Horses Don't They at
6:30 and 9:00.)

Sunday 7- Anderson "Y"
Cinema The Great Escape 6:30
and 9:00.

Sunday 14- PSA Bowling and
Pool Night at Pacific Bowl 8: So
il: 00 $.50 with PSA card.
Charley at 6:30 and 9:00

Saturday 27- PSA Event (to
be
announced).
"Y"
CinemaThey Shoot Horses Don't
They also March 28.

Friday 19- PSA Concert at
Raymond Great Hall 9:00pm,
Anderson "Y" CinemaThe Dirty
Dozenat 6:30 and 9:00.

Friday 7 PSA Soul Dance
"Y" Cinema The Reivers alst
May8 and 9.

Saturday 8 - PSA Jai:
Concert featuring Clark Terryil
"The Tonight Show"at 8:1
the Conservatory.
Sunday 9-GrassJam.

Friday 14- PSA Event (tote
announced). I

Saturday 15- Surprise $
Event!!! Are you ready???

Friday 30- PSA-Pershing
Party (swimming-barbecuemusic). "Y" Cinema Alice's
Restaurant also MAY U AND >2|.

MARCH
Friday 5- Anderson "Y;;
Cinema at 6:30 and &&: 00 The
Great Escape. Papa Joe Pizza
Night at Anderson Dining Hall at
8:30 with live recorded music.

Monday 8- Noah's Ark Week
begins (alias
Mardi-Gras).
Anderson
"Y"
CinemaHighschool. also March 9th.

Wednt ,day 5- CincodeMayi
Festival.

IWk

wwvww

°h yes, sfwden-ts , as
has so nicely demons4ra-£ed,
toffies

notcon^atn

m a r k e d
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Elton John Creates Radical#
Unique Music

Page Nine

Witim Wmm Good!

by Joe Wilson

theme of never realizing what
one has before it is gone.
"Country Comfort", a song
made famous by Rod Stewart,
among others, was written by
FRIDAY N|IGHT--THE
|
Raymond Great Hall in
PSA TALENT
Elton John and Bernie Taupin,
FABULOI
depicting the simplicity and
AND
YO-YO
is FULL
SEARCH
MEASURE3 directband
COLOR
MEASURE
from San
down-to-earthness
of
the
Anderson
CHAMPIO MSHIP;
nostalgic country way of life.
8:30-12:00/Girls',
™'SAT,SUN-Take the Mon
Dining Hi
The sound eases back down
Mens', and Overall Divisions for
and Run, starring Woody Allen
Side one of "Tumbleweed
the Trophies;/ the event is free
Anderson Lecture Hall at 6-30 Connection"
begins
with now, with "My Father's Gun".
au
and9:00. $.75.
There's some beautiful harmony
with your b loved PSA card and
Ballad of a Well Known Gun",
during the chorus, as well as
at
8pm
Friday
at
sign-ups a i s
telling
the
story
of
a
broken
man,
SUNDAY NIGHT-CRITIC'S
Elton
John's distinct vocals, in
Dining Hall. As for the
Anderson ~
stripped of his own pride and
CHOICE: DANCE AMALGAM
this drama about a man's
talent, it cai be anything you are
respect,
accompanied
by
a program of ballet, modern and
dedication to himself and his
capable ot performing: this
Elton John's usual befitting,
jazz featuring the San Francisco
"country".
;ing(all
categories),
includes sin
1:303:305:307:30 9:30
mood-enhancing music. Vocals,
Dance Theater, The Oakland
"Where to Now St. Peter",
accoustical guitar, piano and
dancing (taj > is especially good),
Ballet, and The Rec Russel
skateboarding,
bass play extra roles in this old the song which quickly became
rapping
ance Company. Presented by
my favorite on the album,
yet thoughtful song.
impersonati xins of distinguished
ROBINHOOD DR
the PSA, the event begins at
combines
some of the more
Dropping down the pace
University ligures(also those of
8:15pm in the Conservatory. It
considerably, "Come Down in refined aspects of Elton John's
non-distingu iished figures will be
will also be presented the
Time" transfers one's thoughts music. A theme concerning
accepted). I ollywood scouts will
following Sunday, Feb. 28th at
into a completely different afterlife is somehow clouded by
be presentls earching for talent.
8:15pm. Tickets are available at
perfectly
pattern by means of some the dominating,
Bring yours.
the PSA Office and at
blended music- so far, this
beautiful
harp
and
oboe
music,
SATURDAY
NIGHT-PSA
Weberstown
Box
Office.
album seems to get it on more
created with the deepest of
POST-GAMI1 DANCE:
71 YOKUT AV^. 477-9375
Discounts for UOP students.
than the first, with this song
feeling;
perfect
music
for
the
.
^
JJCI tCLL IIllialL lur
being a good example. One
exceptional contrast to this is
"Love Song". Composed by
Lesley Duncan, this peaceful,
Two Feet W ould Do Wonders
submit anything later than five forecast, according to Harry
accoustical
and
vocal
Althou ;h
the
Sierra days before the paper hits the
Giese of Channel 3, is for clear arrangement is simple, pretty,
Nevadas hajve been blessed by a streets.
weather until around March 1st, and very likeable, with one verse
good early inowfall this season,
Squaw Valley generally has
when it will supposedly get which I believe is especially
skiing has been far from
colder and snow in
the significant:
been icy in the mornings and
excellent th s past month. "Far"
mountains.
slushy in the afternoons. To
"Love is the key we must
would be
more reasonable avoid bruising your bottom in the
turn,
description 1971 arrived with a
early mornings try Sun Bowl or
Truth is the flame we must
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
lot of snow left over from the
For Sale: 12 8-traek tapes really
Broken Arrow (if there is still
burn,
Ali
MacGrawr
Ryan O'Neal
Christmas lolidays and a big
cheap. Contact Sam Shepard at
snow since both of these run
Freedom the lesson we must
snowstorm (supposedly the
The Year's
the
Pacifican
or
at
478-0317
slush up early and stay slushy
learn
largest in 20 years) dropped
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PSA Communications

...a cacophonous bunch of
disoriented ego freaks..."

U

by Greg Torassa

Consistent
with
the
bureaucratic malignancy which
so virulently undermines the
efficacy
of
potentially
cooperative
governmental
bodies, the PSA lies victim to its
own hierarchial sycophancy.
Accordingly, Mark Venn, who
has been mildly lambasted by
the PSA Office cronies on counts
of communication,
mismanagement, believes
that the PSA operates on a
laissez faire policy, and as a
result haphazardly expects the
students to be sympathetic
toward the PSA's administrative
plight. Of course the exact
opposite is true as a majority
rule: apathy breeds student
malaise over government;
disgruntled frustration fosters
disinterest in PSA affairs.
Venn, PSA Communications
Head, feels firmly-with slightly
complacent reservations--that
PSA officers are in many areas
of endeavor "pulling in different
directions instead of together."
Venn states "...to be quite frank,
I feel that there is not enough
coordination within the PSA
office itself." In line with this
ideology, Venn refers to
instances of political pull to
further the "sporadic success"
of trivial PSA projects, and
laments the continual creditseeking by individual officers
whose untimely "ego trips" tend
to dissolve the unity that
interlaces governmental strings
into that taut rope around which
constituents rally adhesive
strength to aim the political
lasso in whatever cause
necessitates direction.
Unfortunately
Venn
remarks that "...this year we
have a particular problem in
that several people in office have
political ambitions for next
year; moreover, they are
concerned with furthering their
own position instead of carrying
out their own job...people are
trying to climb higher than they
really can."
As of date, Venn has not
embellished his contention with
names, although his philosophy
exonerates him from the
pressure fellow student body
officers have funneled in his
direction in regard to his public
relations newsletters. Evidence
tends to uphold the fact,
however, that the plush PSA
Office shelters a cacophonous
bunch of disoriented ego freaks,
all of whom seem to be
ensconced in one director's
chair. The result is the creativity
of variable personal campaigns
in such a desultory fashion as to
attain lucrative political ends.
And the effect of such practice
proves deleterious to any form of
mutual student-government
rapport.
This bureaucratic problem

hinders the liason status Mark
Venn is amenable to as a
communication coordinator. In
response to his management of
the PSA newsletter, Venn avows
that a weekly memo will be
distributed on-and off-campus,
commencing within the next two
weeks. His optimism is
incongruous with the demise of
the off-campus version during
the latter part of the autumn
term. Hopefully an off-campus
newsletter will be maintained in
the event that the off-campus
senators aid in the production
and the mailing at the
duplicating office. Venn admits
that the autumn newsletter was
"too centered on what was going
on in this PSA Office during light
weeks of activity.''
In solution to this impasse,
the newsletter this term will
serve as "an all-purpose
publication, rather than a
sporadic thing directed towards
the PSA exclusively," Venn
notes. Organized in conjunction

Elections Tuesday
Charles Solomon
Academic Standards

The following items will appear
for election on the February 23
ballot:
1. The PSA Senate seat for
residents of the Inter-Fraternity
Council living groups-Phi
Kappa Tau, Delta Upsilon, and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
2.One Men's Inter-Dorm seat in
the PSA Senate-all residents of
the South-West Complex Phi
Delta Chi, and McConchie Hall.

with Pacifican advice, the newsweekly in Venn's opinion is "not
a forum for expressing bias;
when you work more toward
editorialism, you lose affect in
that you can's help but tune some
people out." Venn ascertains
that in relation to;: "what we are
getting done, way down
underneath we can get much
more done (within the PSA); now Since McConchie is presently a
we have people pulling against co-educational living group, this
each other, which cuts down on seat may be held by a female
resident of said dormitory.
effectiveness."
Roughly $3,000 was alotted 3. One Women'slnter-Dorm seat
to the communications budget, ' in the PSA Senate-all residents
and in lieu of this amount Venn of Grace Covell Hall.
reiterates
that
the 4. Three Off-Campus Students'
newsletter (and any other liason) seats in the PSA Senate-for all
will be "less oriented toward the PSA members residing off the
PSA and more directed toward University campus.
an entire campus publication." Only residents of the living
His administrative task involves groups in these jurisdictions will
coordination of the radio station be eligible to vote for their
KUOP, the yearbook, the respective Senate seats.
newspaper, the speaker and the 5. Non-binding poll on the
social programs in the specific retention of cinch notices as a
manner dictated by his public University practice. All students
will be eligible to vote in this poll.
relations position.

Enrollment Continues Upward
Tuition Increase Planned
by Clay Caughman

In the near future a new
president for UOP will be
chosen. The man will inherit an
office on the eighth floor of
Burns' Tower and the pressing
problems which arise during the
Spring semester when the
school's budget comes before the
Board of Regents. Generally the
new president will face two very
broad problems: tuition vs. the
school's need for improved
facilities, and the ratio of
students to qualified faculty
members.

As in past years, Pacific's
tuition will again be raised.
Speaking from his lush new.
office in the Business Center, Dr.
Winterburg the Financial VicePresident cited monetary
inflation and new Federal laws
concerning
Unemployment
Insurance as reasons for the
tuition increases. According to
Dr. Winterburg, there is nothing
that can be done to counteract
these external influences. The
set amount of tuition is to be
based on a plan set up by Dr.
Winterburg and approved by the

(VOLUNTEERS IN SERVICE TO AMERICA)

WHO ME?
YES YOU!!
VISTA NEEDS:
Humanities Majors
Social Scientists
Architects
Lawyers
Business Grads
Nurses
Educators
AND THOUSANDS OF OTHERS IN 1971!!
Ex-Volunteers on Campus Next Week
February 24-26
In Front of the "End Zone"
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Board of Regents.
In an effort to get the best
use of the facilities at Pacific, the
Financial Vice President and the
Academic Vice President Dr.
MacCrone are turning more and
more to the school's new
computer for assistance in
solving problems of space and
over-crowded classrooms. The
Academic VP is presently
conducting a study in an effort to
ascertain information leading to
a set of workable solutions to the
problem
of
over-crowded
classrooms. By determining
where each student is, and what
his ambitions are, the Vice
President hopes to streamline
the course system.
Dr.
MacCrone hopes, that by
discovering students' main
interests, he may shift faculty
members to those positions of
greatest need. Among the
options included in this plan are
evening and noon classes. Dr.
MacCrone emphasized his
feeling
that
classroom
maneuvering should be left up to
the general concensus of faculty
members.
While the student body is
growing, the faculty body is
remaining the same. Dr.
MacCrone is presently working
on a plan to redeploy instructors
for the purpose of putting more
teachers in the highest areas of
interest.
Commenting on the ratio of
students to instructors, Dr.
Winterburg produced statistics
showing that Pacific is doing
better in this area than most
institutions. He said that while
many colleges are dismissing
their personnel, that UOP is
hiring forty-six new people
throughout its system. Eighteen
of these personnel are on the
Stockton campus.

POLLING PLACES WIL L BE
Raymond College-Gre }t
Hall
Foyer
Elbert Covell College-El Ci-entr0
Callison
College-Cauls
Dining Hall Foyer
these are for the cinch not iee po||
only.
Anderson Y Center-Two I 'pns.
Poll A- for residents
Phi
Kappa Tau, Delta U Jsilon,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and Grace
Covell Hall.
Poll B- for residents of|§0i
West Complex, Phi Delt a Chi,
McConchie Hall, and off-c ^mpus
students.These are fo the
Senate seats and poll.
Polling times are 10:00fc|Ml
4:00pm on February 23, 19 q thj
date of election.
Counting of votes
conducted at the PSA OFjPiCE
after the polls have closed It will
be carried out under Ci arles
Solomon, Academic Stan lards
Commissioner, Chairman PSA
Senate
Committee
Constitution and Rules, The PSA
Committee
Senate
Constitution and Rules, K athy
Ocana, Elections
Commissioner, and The PSA
Elections Committee. Camiai;
rules have been available a|t the
PSA Office since Wednesda and
must be picked up by all
candidates.
EUROPEAN
ADVENTURES40R
ADVENTURES 4 OR 6 WEEKS
TRAVEL WITH STUDENTS TO
ENGLAND, FRANCE, AUSTRIA
SWITZERLAND, ITALY, GREECE
AND GERMANY, INCLUDING BER
A "BONDED" PROGRAM STUDY Tq
13455 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, 91403
(213)872-0032,981-3117
'ee, Delta College,
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flic Best SKI RENTALS in Town
$KIIS, BOOTS, POLES - $6 DAY
($9 WEEKENDS)

village sports
299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

__OPEN_WEEK_NIGHTS 'TILL 9:00

Smith Recruits Offense
Ends, Bocks Show
by ErikSwanson
excellent potential.
Although not exactly a
Rounding out the foursome
builder of armies, Head Football are tight ends Bob Bielock and
Coach Homer Smith is in the Jim Turner. Turner's father
process of gathering a few played for the Tigers a number
recruits for some special forces of years ago.
ofhisown. Many of whom will be
The Leberz family is
armed to the teeth - - wi th abi1i ty.
evidence that not all competent
Of the eighteen gridder gridders are from Bakersfield.
recruits who will be sacrificing Linebacker Steve Leberz, a
Heir bodies for an education, recruit from San Diego, has had
onlyoneis a freshman. The other two brothers precede him on the
17 are transfers from junior Pacific football team.
colleges throughout the state.
The offense will get a boost
John Simpson the lone next season with the addition of
Ireshman is a tight end, of Jackie Driggs. Driggs will join
Stockton origin, who attended the Tigers after playing for
Edison High.
Merritt Junior College, where he
Heading the impressive list gained 440 yards last season.
of JC recruits are four of
Also aiding offensively will
Bakersfield's finest. The quartet be Ellis Drake of Alan Hancock
supplied the main strength, as JC in Santa Maria. Drake
theBakersfield Knights ran up a carried for 414 yards and was All19-2 record over a two year Conference for the Central
period, in the Metro League.
League.
Mitchell True, an AllAmerican tailback for the
Knights, will preside over the
HOP offense next season. True is
considered one of the top college
running backs in the state. His
total of 984 yards in rushing last
season verify that opinion.
The Tigers were also able to
by Jim McCartney
™
the
Bakersfield
Composed mostly of exquarterback, Jan Stube. Stube
,?mP!eted forty-four percent of football players, the University
s attempts last year, as he
Club of Stockton rugby team
if*1 his way to second team sports a 3-1-1 record for the year.
fl|TMetro honors.
The team was organized by
will be vying with a HEP councilor Ruben Lopez and
pomore, Carlos Brown, for former Pacific football players
'°P quarterback slot. Both Ted Leland, Pat Matthews, A1
Stub,16
and Brown are said to have Namanny, and Bill Toledo.
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Tigers Down USF by 18
Tighten Hold on First Place
by

Mark Austin

The Pacific Tiger basketball
squad tightened its grip on first
Place in the WCAC with an 81-63
victory over USF last Saturday.
The Bengals are now 7-2 in
league play and are the only
remaining team with less than
three conference losses.
Both the Tigers and the Dons
played frigid basketball in the
first half of the contest.
Fortunately, Pacific defrosted
its offense and managed to hit
48% for the game. The Dons, on
the other hand, remained ice
cold and shot a miserable 23%.
Hugely responsible for the
USF cold spell was John
Gianelli. Gianelli must have
reminded San Francisco of the
days when Bill Russell was
batting down opponents shots for
the Dons. Besides blocking a
flock of shots, Gianellis'
presence was a noticeably
unnerving force in the game,
causing opposing players to
overshoot the basket in an
attempt to clear his high
reaching arms.
Gianelli led all scorers for
the second game in a row with his
24 points. John also held his
position as the nation's number
four rebounder by grabbing 18
rebounds, just under his season
average.
Right behind Gianelli in the
scoring column was Bob
Thomason who poured in 23

points.
Thomason
was
especially effective from the foul
line where he converted 11
freethrows in as many attempts.
The only other Pacific
player who scored in double
figures was Bernie Dulaney, who
had 11 points. Jim McCargo got
into foul trouble early and ended
with 8 points. Robbie Sperring
tallied nine points.
The Tiger victory was their
twenty fourth consecutive home
court win and the team has now
won each of its last six outings.
The recent string of victories
has been achieved on the

^unks Seek Funds
PSA Provides Them
by Jim McCartney
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Graves said he was pleased
to help the hockey club get
money because it would provide
a means for students to exPr®s®
themselves athletically and that
students should have options
available to them. Also hockey
will provide an outlet for those
people who wish to participate in
athletics, but not on a vara'_y
level. Graves also said that the
university should provide for
student desire and change
regard to athletics.
The $350 will be used to
purchase two sets of goa ie
equipment, and ten sets of shin
guards.

The UOP frosh play the Stanford
frosh at 7:00pm, Friday February 19
in the UOP gym. The game is free to
UOP students with PSA card. The frosh
are 12-7 and won their last game 6866 last Saturday over USF frosh.

Swimmers Dominate Meets
Face Long Beach Sat.
by Jim McCartney

Following their victory over
UC
Berkeley,
the
UOP
swimming team has not let up
and continues to mow down
opponents and establish new
records.
After beating UC Davis and
Southern Oregon by comfortable
margins, the Tigers then went on
to dominate the Gold Coast
Relays in Santa Barbara on
February 5 and 6.
Pacific, competing against
nine other teams, won 13 of 14
first places, and amassed a
record 512 points.

University Club of Stockton
Dominates Rugby Competition
While Pacific students provide
the larger part of the team, the
rugby team does not restrict its
membership to people attending
UOP. They received no money
from the Athletic Department,
but raised their own money by
holding a raffle.
For those of you who are
totally ignorant of the game
ofrugby, the basic rules are as
follows: the game is played with
a ball which is larger and more

strength of some fine shooting
and tough rebounding. Going
into the USF game the Pacific
five were second in the nation in
team rebounding.
«
Tomorrow in Stockton the
Tigers go for number 25 as they
face the University of Nevada,
Reno.

rounded than a football, the field
is 110 yards long, there are 15
men to a side and they play two
forty-minute halves with a
continuously running clock. The
ball may either be kicked
forward or a player may run
with it; at all times the player
with the ball must proceed his
teammates as they advance
toward the opposition's goal line.
If a player runs or kicks the
ball across the goal line and then
touches it, it is called a tri and
counts three points. The ball is
brought out 20 yards from the
point where the try was scored
and an extra point is attempted.
A drop kick through the goal
posts from anywhere on the field
counts three points.
The team has three wins by
beating UC Davis twice and the
Capitol Club of Sacramento
once. They have lost to Santa
Clara and tied Berkeley.

Two freshmen, Rick Reeder
and Joe Dietrich, both set a new
meet record by contributing 53
points apiece. Reeder won the 50
and 100 yard freestyle events and
also swam legs on the 400 yard
backstroke, 800 yard freestyle
and 400 yard freestyle.
Junior Bill Archibald swam
a 55.8 in the 100 yard backstroke,
in addition to swimming in the
400 yard backstroke, 800 yard
freestyle,
and 800
yard
individual medley relay teams.
Bob Silsbe won the 100 yard
breaststroke in 1:00.8 and the 400
IM in 4:22.2, which are school
records for both events.
Seven swimmers have
already qualified for the NCAA
championships in Ames, Iowa in
March. They are Reeder, Silsbe,
Dietrich, Bob Cooper, Bob
Hayes, Bill Archibald, and
Randy Snider.
Last
Saturday
the
swimmers continued their
winning ways as they defeated
UC Santa Barbara 81-32. Santa
Barbara won only three events
all afternoon, with Ben Gage
winning the 200 freestyle and
Dan Twogood winning both of the
diving
competitions.
For
Pacific, Bob Silsbe, Rick
Reeder, and Joe Dietrich were
outstanding, winning two events
apiece. Bob Cooper won the 200
butterfly in 2:02.8, and Bill
Archibald was first in the 200
backstroke with a time of 2:07.6.
Tomorrow UOP will face its
toughest competition of the year
when it goes up against powerful
Long Beach State at Stagg High
at 1:00. San Jose State will also
participate in t'„ tri-meet.

Study in
Guadalajara/ Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School, a fully

BOURBON STREET
LIQUORS
UOUOtS • WINIS
MIXIS . no Bill

ICE

accredited University of Arizona program, will
offer,

July

5

August

14,

art,

folklore,

and literature courses. Tuition, $160; board and
room, $155. Write Dr. Juan B. Rael, Office of
Summer Session, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona 85721.

CP.S

to

geography, history, political science, language

February
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health center liberalizes policies
due to psychedelic and/or
hallucinogenic drugs or who
manifests
symptoms
of
psychotic behavior.
The following outlines the
health center's policy:
l)ON CAMPUS1
Notification to the security
officer, the Health Center nurse
and
appropriate
Student
Personnel Dean by residence

In response to the extreme
concern generated by the PSA
Senate and the student body, the
Cowell
Health
Center
Committee was formed last
December to deal with the
policies and the problems
students encounter at the health
center.
Representatives from all
segments of the University have
been appointed as members of
the committee chaired by Dr.
Arthur
O'Donnel,
chief
physician at the health center.
Lorna Souther, a nurse at the
center,
BSETH
Mason,
Catherine Davis, Jerry Hewitt,
Bob McMaster, PSA President
Greg
GRAVES,
AND
STUDENTS Marty Dukler, Myk
Policar, and Chris Coleman
comprise the rest of the
committee.
Throughout the remainder
of the year the committee will
articulate
policies
and,
hopefully, resolve problems in
order to establish a more
responsive and helpful health assistant, concerned student,
etc.
center.
OFF CAMPUS
The first problem resolved
by the committee was the
Because of legal restrictions
procedure for the care of a placed on security vehicles,
student who is on a "bad trip" those living off campus are

responsible for transportation to
the Health Center. It is advisable
to notify the Health Center prior
to transporting the patient.
2) The Health Center nurse is
to alert the physician on call that
a patient is being brought into
the
Health
Center
who
apparently is under the influence
of drugs and/or narcotics.

or to others or will be a
disturbance to other patients in
have one or more resident
assistants to assist the security
officer.
4) The patient is to be
examined by the physician and if
the Health Center, the patient is
to be transferred to San Joaquin
General Hospital by private
ambulance. The Health Center
physician is to notify the
administrator on duty at San
Joaquin General Hospital and
request that the patient be
placed in a security room, and to
•be held for such time the
individual
is
considered
potentially dangerous. If the
patient has symptoms of
overdose of narcotics, especially
heroin, he is to be placed in the
drug detoxification center at San
Joaquin General Hospital.
3) The security officer is to
5) Neither the Stockton
transfer the patient to the Health Police nor the San Joaquin
Center using the campus Sheriff's Office will be notified,
ambulance and using minimal except when maximum restraint
in his opinion the patient is should be necessary to control
potentially dangerous to himself the individual, or a crime (other

than drug abuse) has bee
committed by the individual.
6) As with any other medic;
emergency, if there is a seriot
threat to the student's life th
parents are to be notified 1
telephone by the physician ar
the parents are to be advised ai
to the disposition of the case.
7) All costs of treatmei
outside of the University Heall
Center, including ambulai
service is to be paid by ti
individual involved.
Emphasis should be place
upon the facts that lai
enforcement officials will notb
informed, and that parents wi
be notified only when there is
serious threat to the life of lb
patients.
Members of the committe
would ; welcome any criticisE
problems,
or
proposal
concerning the Health Center
Now that a viable studeni
faculty input has been obtawed
there is excellent potential to
an even more efficient heaW
center.

e"#ll,h
by Shari Scearce

Prevailing opinion tends to
automatically label the English
major as a future teacher or
sometimes as a future writer. In
an effort to remove this
stereotype, Dr. John Seaman,
COP English Department
chairman, has compiled a
directory of job opportunities for
the English major.
The directory lists jobs,
training needed for the jobs, the
general future of the jobs, and
advantages and disadvantages
of the jobs. Not only is this
directory available for perusal,
but supplementary pamphlets
are also available for more
explicit information on specific
occupations.
All English and even nonEnglish majors are invited to
look through this directory in the

tench*J

English Department °"|C
room 206 in the Administra"
Building.
Who knows? Maybe al •
English BA's will not havestand in the welfare bne
June after all.

Forum Position

anno" j
David Bennett »•this week that the
,
zeeci;
National Priorities is in n
sci.b#
student workers to
for
events and speakers
, ,j]
year. He emphasized ^ 8
work is hard but it Pr°v'{S I
opportunity for stud®
become
acquainted
national issues and
,hoPe
Those interested may P
PSA OFffice at 465-2744

